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1. INTRODUCTION
w xBard 2 discusses the following bi-level linear programme:
B.L.P.
maximise
F x , y s ax q by , 1.1 .  .
where
y g arg max f x , y s cx q dy 1.2 .  .
and
Ax q By F e, 1.3 .
where
a, c g Rn1 ; b , d g Rn2 ; A g Rm= n1 ;
B g Rm= n2 ; e g Rm .
In his paper, Bard attempts to demonstrate, using Kuhn]Tucker results,
w xthat there exists a l g 0, 1 such that solving the following linear pro-
gramme solves B.L.P.
 .L.P. l .
maximise
P l; x , y s l ax q by q 1 y l dy 1.4 .  .  .  .
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subject to
Ax q By F e, 1.5 .
x g Rn1 , y g Rn2 . 1.6 .
It is now known that this result is incorrect, in general; i.e., there exist
w x  .instances of B.L.P. for which no l g 0, 1 exists for which solving L.P. l
solves B.L.P.
However, in this note we will demonstrate that there exists a K g Rq
such that solving the following maxmin restricted linear programme solves
B.L.P. We will assume for simplicity that all feasible regions are bounded.
 .M.M.L.P. K
maxmin P K ; x , y , u s ax q by q K dy y du 1.7 .  .  .
n1 .x , y gZ , ugR¨
subject to
Ax q By F e, 1.8 .
Ax q Bu F e, 1.9 .
 .where Z is the vertex set of the feasible x, y region.¨
We will, in fact, show that the above result is true for all K sufficiently
w .large in 0, ` .
2. A MAXMIN APPROACH TO SOLVING B.L.P.
Let
Z s z s x , y satisfying 1.5 , 1.6 , 2.1 4 .  .  .  .
Z be the vertex set of Z, 2.2 .¨
 n1 n2 4X s x g R : z g Z for some y g R , 2.3 .
 n2 4S x s y g R : z g Z , x g X , 2.4 .  .
w xg x s max dy , x g X , 2.5 .  .
 .ygS x
Q K ; z s ax q by q K dy y g x , z g Z, K g R , 2.6 .  .  . . q
p z s dy y g x , z g Z. 2.7 .  .  .
Then we have the following theorem.
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 .THEOREM. i There exists a K* g R such that if K G K*, andq
z , u g arg maxmin P K ; z , u 2.8 .  .  .
 .zgZ , ugS x¨
then z sol¨ es B.L.P.
 .  4  .ii If z sol¨ es B.L.P., then, for the K of part i ,
z g arg maxmin P K ; z , u . 2.9 .  .
 .zgZ , ugS x
 .  .iii If z sol¨ es 2.9 and
p z s 0 2.10 .  .
then z sol¨ es B.L.P.
 .  .Proof. i We note that in 2.7 we have
p z F 0, ;z g Z. 2.11 .  .
 .Thus p z can be treated as a penalty function modification to ax q by,
w xand we can use the results of Zangwill 6, pp. 254]257 . These, together
 w x.with the fact that we may restrict z to the finite set Z Bard 3 , lead to¨
the existence of a K* - `, such that, for all K G K*, if
z g arg max Q K ; z 2.12 .  .
zgZ¨
 .  .then z solves B.L.P. Then, using the definitions of S ? and g ? , we obtain
the requisite result.
 .ii Let z solve B.L.P., K G K*, and
0z g arg max Q K ; z , 2.13 .  .
zgZ¨
 w x.Then see Zangwill 6, p. 257 , in view of the finiteness of Z we have¨
p z 0 s 0. 2.14 .  .
We also have
p z s 0 2.15 .  .
 .and, in view of 2.14 ,
ax q by G ax0 q by0 . 2.16 .
Thus,
Q K ; z G Q K ; z 0 . 2.17 .  .  .
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 .Now Q K ; ? is a convex function of z and will have an optimal value over
0  .  .  .Z at z . Thus, using the definitions of g ? and S ? , from 2.17 our
requisite result follows.
 .  .  . 0 0iii Let z solve 2.9 , and 2.10 hold. Then, if z solves B.L.P., z
 .also satisfies 2.10 and
Q K ; z G Q K ; z 0 . 2.18 .  .  .
Thus,
0 0ax q by G ax q by . 2.19 .
3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The main results of this paper reside in the theorem which reduces the
solution of B.L.P. to the solution of a maxmin problem.
 .To solve B.L.P., K is set large in M.M.L.P. K . This problem is then
 .  .solved. If the solution z, u satisfies p z s 0, then z solves B.L.P. If
 .p z - 0, K is increased, and the process is continued until we obtain
 .   .  ..  .   ..p z s 0. If z K , u K solves M.M.L.P. K , but p z K / 0, we may
  .  ..   .use z K , u K as a starting point for any new problem, because z K ,
 ..  .u K is feasible for 1.9 .
 .M.M.L.P. K is a penalty function approach to B.L.P. An alternative
penalty function approach, based upon duality gaps, is given in Anan-
w xdalingam and White 1 .
Methods for solving linearly constrained maxmin problems need to be
w xdeveloped. Falk 4 develops one which may, in principle, be applied here.
 .It proceeds by tackling g ? using a branch and bound technique involving
w xappropriate changes in basic variables in Z. White 5 tackles the maxmin
problem directly, using t th-order optima of the linear programme for the
 .maximisation of F ? over Z.
Finally we note that the theorem applies when Z is replaced by any
finite set and Z is replaced by Z.¨
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